Introduction

Plasma-cell cheilitis (PCC) is an idiopathic benign inflammatory condition which is commonly seen in elderly people and considered as a low category plasma cell mucositis\(^1\). It is a rare disease with less than 50 cases reported in the literature\(^2,3\). It is generally seen as a flat to slightly raised, erythematous patch or plaque lesion on the lower lip. There may be erosion, ulcers, bleeding or crust\(^4,5\). Many benign and malignant conditions may be considered in the differential diagnosis of PCC, especially actinic cheilitis (AC) and early squamous cell carcinoma (SCC).

Dermoscopy and reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) are well known in vivo diagnostic techniques which have been proven to be useful in the diagnosis of skin lesions. However, there has been only one report describing the dermoscopic features of PCC in the literature\(^4\). On the other hand, to our knowledge, the RCM features of PCC have not been described previously.

Case Report

An 85-year-old male patient referred to our clinic with a prediagnosis of SCC of the lower lip. The patient was complaining of tenderness and crusting of his lip for the last few years. On clinical examination there was a widespread erythematous patch with erosions and some tiny ulcerations and a yellow crust on the lower lip (Figure 1). Total body examination was normal and the blood tests were all within normal limits.

Figure 1. Erythematous patch with erosions and some tiny ulcerations at the lower lip
Dermoscopic examination revealed a polymorphous vascular pattern with widespread dotted vessels, and some glomerular and linear-irregular ones on a whitish-reddish background, and ulceration (Figure 2).

On RCM, a regular honeycomb pattern which was elongated in some areas was observed at the epidermal level. There were many dendritic and inflammatory cells in the epidermis but no atypical cell was observed. Dermoeidermal junction was visible in some areas. In the upper dermal level, there were some monomorphic, moderately refractive diffuse infiltration of medium/large sized roundish cells together with some bright inflammatory cells (Figure 3).

Histopathologically, there was a dense, band-like infiltrate at the subepithelial region predominantly composed of plasma cells. Polymorphonuclear leukocytes, lymphocytes, and histiocytes were admixed especially around the erosion at the surface. Special stains for fungi and bacteria were negative. There was no evidence of granuloma, dysplasia or malignancy. Plasma cell infiltrate was polyclonal consisting of kappa and lambda positive cells. Kappa positive cells were two to three times more than lambda cells in the infiltrate (Figure 4). The diagnosis of PCC was made.

**Discussion**

Plasmacytosis circumorificialis or plasma cell mucositis is a rare disorder affecting different body regions such as lips, buccal mucosa, gingiva, tongue, vulva, and glans penis. The first reported case of plasma cell mucositis was plasma cell balanitis described by Zoon in 1952. It was previously reported as plasma cell orificial mucositis, idiopathic plasmacytosis, oral papillary plasmacytosis, idiopathic plasmacytosis of the oral and supraglottic area etc.

PCC is considered as a subtype of plasma cell mucositis. It is an extremely rare disease with less than 50 cases in the literature. The etiology of PCC is unknown, although chronic stimuli, solar damage, hypertension and metabolic abnormalities are regarded as etiologic factors. It is clinically characterized by flat to slightly raised, erythematous patches or plaque lesions with relatively clear margins on the lower lip of elderly people. It may be complicated with erosion, ulceration, bleeding or crusts. Solomon et al. presented that the mean age was 56.6 years with a male to female ration 1:2:1.

The clinical and histopathological differential diagnosis of PCC may include AC, SCC in situ, contact dermatitis, granulomatous cheilitis, syphilis, and other infectious diseases. Contact dermatitis can be ruled out clinically and with the patient’s history. Syphilis and the immunological disorders can be differentiated with the findings of serological and laboratory tests. Granulomatous cheilitis can clinically...
The ulceration. We observed polymorphous vascular structures on a radial arrangement vascular enlargement and proliferation around the ulceration. We observed polymorphous vascular structures on a whitish-reddish background and ulceration. With these findings it was not easy to exclude AC or SCC, considering the reported dermoscopic features of AC and SCC such as white structureless areas, polymorphous vessels, white circles, ulceration, and scales. Thus, RCM evaluation would be beneficial.

RCM is a non-invasive, real-time microscopic imaging system useful for the evaluation of skin diseases. The RCM findings of AC and SCC have been described in a few reports. The main feature of AC is keratinocyte atypia at the epidermal level. In SCC, more extensive keratinocyte atypia, disarrangement of the squamous epithelium, round bright nucleated cells, and atypical nucleated cells in the superficial dermis are seen. In our case there was no atypia at the epidermal level. In the upper dermal level monomorphic, moderately refractive diffuse infiltration of medium/large sized roundish cells together with some bright inflammatory cells were seen. In the light of these findings it was possible to rule out AC and SCC.

Histopathologically, PCC is characterized by dense mature plasmocytic infiltration at the lamina propria. The surface epithelium can be hyperplastic or atrophic whereas ulceration can also be seen. There may be some polymorphonuclear leucocytes and lymphocytes. The dense plasma cells show polyclonal phenotype with kappa and lambda light chains. The identification of polyclonal expression of plasma cells can help in the differential diagnosis of various other plasma cell disorders. The biopsy of our patient revealed dense polygonal plasma cells with kappa predominance. There was no evidence of granuloma, infectious diseases, carcinoma, or other malignant disorders.

PCC is generally considered to show a favorable prognosis. In the present case, a short period of topical steroids and emollients was sufficient to improve the lesion.

To our knowledge, this is the first report of RCM findings in PCC, and these findings helped to differentiate it from AC and early SCC, prior to biopsy. Documentation and reporting of the features of such cases can help the physician determining the preoperative diagnosis in such cases.
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